
From simple business internet to 
uncontended, dedicated global internet 
access, we provide solutions to meet 
your needs and those of your customers.

BT Internet Connect Ireland is a scalable, 

affordable, dedicated internet access 

solution for SMEs, internet service 

providers, and large enterprises that need 

guaranteed bandwidth that keeps pace 

with their business. 

With upload and download speeds of 

up to 10Gbps, you can offer as much 

as your customers need, with no caps 

or restrictions.

We also provide industry-leading latency, 

so your customers can enjoy the 

productivity boost of easy file transfer, 

smooth web browsing and efficient 

communication.

BT Internet Connect Ireland combines 

the high performance and reliability of 

the existing BT Ethernet Connect Ireland 

service with the power and reliability of AS 

2100, BT's internet core in Ireland.

Superior support

Our Dublin network 

management centre 

provides 24x7x365 support, 

with a focus on proactive 

interventions to resolve 

incidents before they 

impact you.

Irish reach

We provide national 

coverage with direct access 

to our high-capacity global 

internet backbone AS 5400 

in 31 countries. That’s in 

addition to direct, on-net 

service across 350+ cities in 

Europe, the US, Asia, the 

Pacific, and Latin America.

Secure and compliant

We’re an award-winning 

global leader in security, 

with security professionals in 

180 countries protecting your 

data against millions 

of cyberattacks. What’s more, 

we can seamlessly integrate 

managed distributed denial of 

service (DDOS) protection 

into your service.

Why choose BT Ireland?
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Technical checklist

High speeds: up to 10Gbps.

IP Address: both IPv4 and IPv6 

address support.

Routing: static and dynamic (BGP) 

routing options.

Resilience options including failover 

and load balance.

Features and 
benefits of 
Internet Connect 

Low network hop-counts 
By minimising ‘network hops’ and potential 

points of failure, we remove the complexity 

of transiting internet traffic from Ireland to 

the world. Using our global upstream 

AS5400 network, we can connect to key 

locations globally.

High quality peering 
We have local expertise in peering, 

with INEX facilitating inter carrier, 

high-performance, low-cost connections, 

saving you transit and subscription costs.

High performance
We provide consistent, high-speed 

internet connectivity with reduced latency 

for local traffic. This is backed by stringent 

service level agreements and multiple 

access speeds from 2mbps up to 10G.

Resilience 
We offer a resilient and diverse 

service, giving your customers peace 

of mind.

To find out more, contact us 
by phone: 1800 924 929 
or through our online 
customer enquiry form.

https://www.btireland.com/company/communications/contact-us

